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In a linear model Y = X/J + Z a linear functional /I H y’/I is to be estimated under 
squared error loss. It is well known that, provided Y is normally distributed, the 
ordinary least squares estimation function minimizes the risk uniformly in the class 
f  of all equivariant estimation functions and is admissible in the class d of all 
unbiased estimation functions. For the design matrix X of a polynomial regression 
set up it is shown for almost all estimation problems that the ordinary least squares 
estimation function is uniformly best in / and also admissible in I only if Y is 
normally distributed. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Notation. Consider the linear model Y= X/l +Z of a polynomial 
regression set up 
with n realizations of the experiment at the design points x1, . . . . x,. Hence 
(1.1) 
is the known design matrix, whereas /3 = (/I,,, B1, . . . . fl,)’ E R”+’ is an 
unknown parameter. Let Z be a random vector (the noise) whose com- 
ponents Z, , . . . . Z, are i.i.d. with fixed distribution 9(Zj), mean E(Z,) = 0, 
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and variance V(Zj) = cr2, j = 1, . . . . n, where 0 E (0, cc). Hence the distribu- 
tion 9(Y) of Y is determined by the parameter /?E R”+ ‘. This linear 
model is written M = (Y, Xfl, $I), where Z= Z,, denotes the unit matrix in 
R”““. For later use, note that the following notations are valid for a linear 
model M = ( Y, X/I, a2Z) with general design matrix XE R” x m + ‘. 
B(X) := x0x*+ l denotes the linear subspace of R” spanned by the 
columns of X, P := X(X’X)-X the orthogonal projection of R” on 92(X) 
(A- denotes the g-inverse of a matrix A), and Q := I- P the orthogonal 
projection of R” on 9(X)l; ej is the vector with 1 in the jth component 
and 0 elsewhere. 
If M is a linear model and g : IF!” + ’ + R, p H g(p) := ~‘8, y E R” + ‘, we 
call (M, y) a (linear) estimation problem. The problem is well-posed iff 
g(P)) # g(p’*‘) * xp # xg (2) Note that (M, y) is well-posed iff 31~ R”: .
y = X’l, i.e., y E 9(X’). (If rank X = m + 1, then (M, y ) is well-posed for all 
yER”+’ .) Since X’Z = X’Pl, 1 E R”, the estimation problem is well-posed iff 
3k E 92(X): y = X’k. In the sequel we assume that all estimation problems 
(M, y) under consideration are well-posed. 
Let (M, 7) be an estimation problem. A Borel-measurable function 
S: R” + R with EB(S( Y)) = y’p is called an unbiased estimation function for 
y’/?. &‘(M, y) denotes the class of all unbiased estimation functions for 
(M, y). A Borel-measurable function S: IR” + 03 is called an equivariant 
estimation function for g(p) = y’fi if 
s(Y+xP)=s(Y)+gm for all YEW and fl~[W’“+~, 
This is equivalent to S( y + a) = S(y) + f’a, for all y E R” and a E W(X), 
where y = XI. $(M, y) denotes the class of all equivariant estimation 
functions for (M, y). Note that SE j(M, y) o S(y) = Z’Py + S(Qy) for 
all y E R”, where y = X’Z. G(y) = GY( y) := y’(X’X)-X’y is the ordinary 
least squares estimation function (OLSE) for y’/?; for y = X’Z, we 
obtain G(y) = Z’Py = k’y, where k := PI= X(Xx)-y. Clearly GE 6(M, y) 
n fwc Y). 
In the sequel we shall use the quadratic loss function, and hence we 
obtain the quality of an estimation function S for g(B) = y’/I in terms of the 
risk function 
NB, S)=&9([Wkr’Bl’), PER”+‘. 
Note that for SE ,$(M, y) we obtain R(/?, S) = R(0, S) for all BE R”‘+ I. If 
Y is a class of estimation functions S: 52” -+ R for g(B), we call S, E Y an 
R-uniformly best estimation function in Y for g(b), if R(fi, S,) < R(B, S) 
forallS~~and/?~W’+‘. Let S,, E /(Zt4, y) with bias ZJ := EP(S,( Y) - y’b) 
= E(S,(Z)) # 0; define S(y) := S,(y) -b. By definition SE /(M, y) n 
&‘(M, y); further, we obtain for all /I E 54” + ‘: R(/?, S) < R(/?, S,) = 
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R(fi, S) + b2. In particular, if S is an R-uniformly best estimation function 
in f(M, y), then SE d(M, y). An estimation function So is called 
R-admissible in 9, if there exists no R-better estimation function in 9, i.e., 
there exists no estimation function S in 9’ with R(/?, S) d R(j?, S,,) for all 
fiE UP+’ and strict inequality for some /?. 
1.2. Problem statement. Let (M, y) be a fixed linear estimation problem 
of polynomial regression with y #O. If Z is normally distributed it is well- 
known that the OLSE G(y) = k’y, k = X(X’X))y, is an R-uniformly 
best estimation function in b(M, y) and in $(M, y); in particular, G is 
R-admissible in d(M, y). In practice the condition that Z is normally dis- 
tributed is often tacitly assumed. Given an arbitrary linear estimation 
problem (44, y), in the present paper the following question is investigated: 
May G be an R-uniformly best estimation function in gP(M, y), although Z 
is not normally distributed? We show that the answer is affirmative only in 
a few exceptional cases. Further, admissibility of G in b(M, y) is related to 
the normal distribution assumption. At the end of Section 2 an extension 
is given to the case of a linear parameter function r: (w” -+ [wp. In the final 
Section 5 the investigations are extended to the case of a multivariate poly- 
nomial regression model. The present paper continues the investigations in 
Cremers and Fieger [2, 31 and Kagan, Linnik, Rao [S, Section 7.71. In 
Cremers and Fieger [3] a linear regression model is treated; in Cremers 
and Fieger [2] the basic assumption is that for an arbitrary but fixed 
linear model M (not necessarily polynomial), the OLSE is R-uniformly 
best equivariant estimation function for all g(p) = y’/I. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we consider a well-posed linear estimation problem 
(M, y), y # 0, in the model M = ( Y, X/?, 0’1) of polynomial regression. Let 
k = (k,, . . . . k,)’ :=X(X/X)-y, where X is the matrix (1.1); r denotes the 
number of different design points in xi, . . . . x,. Consider the following 
statements: 
Z is normally distributed; (2.1) 
The OLSE y + G(y) = k’y is R-uniformly best in $(M, y); (2.2) 
The OLSE y + G(y) = k’y is R-admissible in b(M, y). (2.3) 
THEOREM 1. Let (M, y) be an estimation problem of polynomial regres- 
sion with r 2 m + 3. Then the statements (2.1k(2.3) are equivalent. 
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THEOREM 2. (a) Let (M, y) be an estimation problem of polynomial 
regression with r = m + 2. Zf n > m + 3 and if there are indices i # j such that 
xi = xi and k,. # 0, then the statements (2.1~(2.3) are equivalent. 
(b) For r = m + 2 there exists a linear model M of polynomial regres- 
sion and parameter functions /I H y”“/?, /? H yC2”p such that, for the estima- 
tion problem (M, y(l)), (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent, but for (M, yC2’), (2.1) 
is not. necessary for (2.2). 
THEOREM 3. Let (M, y) be an estimation problem of polynomial regres- 
sion with r<m+ 1. 
(a) Zf n 2 r + 2 and tf there are three different indices i, j, h such that 
xi = xj = x,, and ki # 0, then the statements (2.1)-(2.3) are equivalent. 
(b) Zf the conditions of part (a) are not satisfied, then (2.1) is not 
necessary for (2.2). 
Remarks. 1. For proving Theorem 3(b) we show that, given any 
estimation problem (M, y) not fulfilling the conditions of part (a), (2.2) 
holds for every distribution Y(Z,) symmetrical with respect to the point 0. 
For proving the second part of Theorem 2(b) we give a special estimation 
problem (M, yc2)) with r =n = m + 2 such that (2.2) holds for every dis- 
tribution Y(Z,) symmetrical with respect to the point 0. 
2. Nothing is said about statement (2.3) (admissibility of G) in the 
(b)-parts of Theorem 2 and 3. The reason for this deficiency is found in 
Lemma 3.1, where condition (3.1) is only necessary for (2.3), whereas 
(3.1)o (2.2). 
Estimation problems (M, r) with a p-dimensional linear function r. 
Consider an estimation problem (M, r) of polynomial regression with a 
linear parameter function 
Y (1 Y 
r= ; 
( 1 
:R m+‘+IWP. 
yw 
For an estimation function S= (S,, . . . . S,,): R” + [WJ’ for r’fl we define the 
risk by 
R(/3, S) := f wi.EB([Si(Y)-yq?]2) 
i= I 
with weights wi> 0, i= 1, . . . . p. It is easy to verify that S is j?-uniformly 
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best in y(A4, r) [W-admissible in &‘(M, I’)] iff Si is R-uniformly best in 
y(M, y(‘)) [R-admissible in d(M, Y’~‘)] for i= 1, . . . . p. Now Theorems l-3 
can be applied to the estimation problems (A& y”‘) to obtain corresponding 
results for (M, r). 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The following results, used in the next section, are formulated for a 
general estimation problem (M, y). For Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 cf. 
Cremers and Fieger [2]. 
3.1. Linear Estimation Problems in Normal Form 
Let $(u) := (d/du) lnf(u) be the logarithmic derivative of the charac- 
teristic function f(u) = E(eiUZ1). Marcinkiewicz’s theorem (cf. Kagan, 
Linnik, and Rao [S, p. 251) states that if $ SO is a polynomial then 2, is 
normally distributed. We consider a linear estimation problem (A4, y) with 
design matrix X in normal form, i.e., 
I x= ) 
0 B 
I= I,, E=((l.-.tt), (jER”-‘, j=l,..., t. 
Recall that G(y) = I’Py = k’y denotes the OLSE for g(p) = r’j? in M, where 
y = X’I. Consider the following conditions (where k = (k, , . . . . k,)‘): 
E(k’ZIQZ=z)=O for Y(QZ)-a.a. z E 9(X)‘; (3.1) 
vu = (241, ...) Unmt)‘E ET-‘: 
k,$(-GU)+ ... +k,lCI(-5:u)+k,+lrC/(u,)+ ... +k,$(u,-*)=O. 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) G is R-uniformly best in f(M, y)o (3.1). 
(b) G is R-admissible in b(M, y) * (3.1). 
(c) (3.1) * (3.2). 
Proof Consider the estimation function 
T(Y) := k’y - J’(QY) = G(Y) - VQY), YEW 
where V(z) := E(k’ZI QZ=z). Clearly T is an element of f(M, y)n 
d(M, y). Now for all SE f(Af, y) and fl E [w’ we obtain 
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w, a = w, S) 
=Jww)12) 
=E([k’Z+S(QZ)]‘) 
2 R(0, T) = R(B, T) 
with equality iff P({ V(QZ)= -S(QZ)))= 1. For S= G we get S(Qy)=O 
for all y E W, hence (a) and (b) of the lemma are proved. (c) First multiply 
(3.1) with exp{is’QZ}, then take expectation and let u = Q~E~(X)‘; this 
implies: 
Vu E B(X)‘: E(k’Ze’“‘=) = 0 
* vu = (Ul) . ..) u”)‘Ea(x)‘:k,l)(u,)+ ... +k,lj(u,)=O. 
Now, if we take into consideration the special form of the matrix X, the 
statement can be deduced. 1 
The following lemma, where part (a) is a corollary to Khatri and 
Rao [6, Lemma 2, p. 1711, connects condition (3.2) with Marcinkiewicz’s 
theorem. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) Let n > t + 2 and in { 1, . . . . t} with ki #O. Zf for all 
jE { 1, . ..) t} - (i} and h E { 1, . . . . n - t>, respectively, the vectors ti, tj and ti, 
eh are linearly independent, then (3.2) implies that $ is a polynomial of 
degree <t. 
(b) Let a E R with 0 # Ial # 1; if Il/(at) = a+(t) for ail t E 64, then t+b is 
linear. 
Proof (b) Note first that IJ is differentiable at 0 and $(O) =O. By 
iteration we obtain #(akt) = ak$(t), for k E Z. Hence 
for k+ co, if [cl1 < 1 and for k + -co, if Ial > 1. Consequently 
$(t)=t.IC/‘(O) for all tER. u 
3.2. Equivalent Models 
Let A” be the class of all orthogonal n x n-matrices with components in 
(0, 1, -l}. Two linear estimation problems (M(l), y(r)) and (M(‘), Y(~)), 
where MU) = ( y(j), pj)p(A, a2z), $3 E R” x I,, p(j) E (w$ , and g@(j)) = I 
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y(j”fi(j), j= 1, 2, are said to be equivalent (symbolically (A@“, y”‘) - 
(MC*‘, y”‘)), if there are U E A$ and 1 E IV with 
Y( uz”‘) = LqZ’2’), (3.3) 
a( ux”‘) = a(P)), (3.4) 
gl(p”‘) = )‘p)p and &p’) = /‘~‘-pp (3.5) 
(i.e., y(l) = $‘)‘I and y(*) = X’*‘UI). 
In particular, if XC2) is obtained from X(l) by changing rows, i.e., 
A’(*)= UXC1) for a suitable matrix LJe A’,,, then (M”‘, y(l)) and (MC*‘, y’*‘) 
are equivalent estimation problems for y(l) = y(*). 
LEMMA 3.3. For every linear model, there exists an equivalent linear 
model with design matrix in normal form. 
Proof: This is an easy consequence of Graybill [4, p. 2851. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (MC”, y(l)) N (MC*‘, y’*)) and UE .A$ with (3.3)-(3.5). 
(a) y-S(y) is OLSE in (A4 (l’, y(l)) o y H S( U’y) is OLSE in 
(iw’, y(2)). 
(b) y++ S( y) is R-unzformly best in $(I@“, ycl’)e y++ S(U’y) is 
R-uniformly best in ,$(M’*‘, y’*‘). 
(c) ye S(y) is R-admissible in &‘(M”‘, y(l)) o y H S( U’y) is 
R-admissible in b(M’*‘, y’*‘). 
Proof (a) Let P(j) denote the projection on W(X”‘), j= 1,2. 
y H l’P”)y is OLSE in (M(l), y(*‘), where y(l) = XC’)1 and y H I’U’P’*‘y is 
OLSE in (I@*) y(*‘) where y(*) = X’2”UZ. Since PC*) = UP”‘U 
l’p’qJfy = I’u”p’2’y.’ 
3 we obtain 
(b) Note that T( .) E gP(M”‘, y”)) 0 T( U’ .) E $(M’*‘, y’*‘). Now by 
equivalence and (3.3), we obtain for all TE B;(M”‘, y(l)): R”‘(fl”‘, T) = 
E( [T(Z(‘))]*) = E( [ T( U’Z(*))]*) = R(*)(j?(*), T( U’ .)) for all /l(l) E IV1 and 
B (*) E lRr2, which implies the statement. 
(c) Note first that T( .) E &(&I”‘, y”‘) * T( U’ .) E d(M’*‘, y”‘); 
further, for all /I(‘) E BP, fl’*’ E R’* with UX”‘j3”’ = X(*)p(*) we obtain 
R’“(~“‘, T) = EB,,j( [T( Y(l)) - ~(~)‘fl(‘)]*) 
= E( [ T(J”“fi”’ + Z”‘) - ~‘$93(‘)]*) 
= Egc2,( [ T( U’Y”‘) - Z’U’X’2’/3’2’]2) 
= Ep<z,( [ T( U’Y’*‘) - yc2)‘/I(*)]*) 
= R’*‘(p’*‘, T( U’ .)). (3.6) 
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Further: V/?(l) E W 3pC2) E W: UX(‘)/?(‘) = A?*)/?(*) and the same for PC’), 
DC*) changed. Now let S be R-admissible in b(M”‘, y”‘) and suppose that 
S(U’ .) is not R-admissible in 6(&I’*‘, y’*‘); i.e., there is TE&(M(*), y’*‘) 
such that R(*)(fi(*), T) < R(*)(/? , (*) S( U’ .)) for all /?(*)E lFP with strict 
inequality for at least one /?r). Now, for all /I(l) E Iw” we obtain by (3.6), 
R(“(fi(“, T( U. )) = R(*)(fl(*), T) < R(*)(~(*), S( U’ .)) 
= R”‘(p), S), 
where fiC2’ E R’* with UX(‘)~(‘) = X(*)/I(*) and with strict inequality 
for PC) defined by UX (I) (*I- (*I (*! But this is a contradiction to /IO -X PO 
R-admissibility of S. The converse statement can be proven in the same 
way. I 
3.3, Linear Estimation Problems with Design Matrices in Block-Form 
Let (M, y) be an estimation problem with matrix X of the form 
XL 0 
x= . i 1 
. . 
0 XS 
such that X,E R?J’~, j= 1, . . . . s, n, + . . . + n, = n, t, + . . . + t, = t, and let 
S(y) = l’y be a linear estimation function for y’p. Let the vectors fi, y E R’ 
and 1, k, YE R” be decomposed with respect to the blocked form of X: 
/q/P’, . ..) PC”)‘)‘, where p(j) E W, and y analogous; 1 = (I”“, . . . . I’““)‘, where 
1”’ E p/ k and 
&f(j) = (‘Y(j) 
Y analogous. For the subproblems (M(j), y(j)) with 
Q”’ , a*Z,,) and the estimation functions Si( y) := l(jryCj), 
j= 1, . . . . s, ie obtain the following 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) S is OLSE in (A4, y)* Sj is OLSE in (M(j), y”‘), 
j = 1, . . . . s. 
(b) S is R-uniformly best in f(M, y)~ Sj is R-uniformly best in 
f(M(j), y(j)) for j = 1, . . . . s. 
(c) S is R-admissible in b(M, y) * Sj is R-admissible in d(M”‘, y”‘) 
for j= 1, . . . . s. 
Proof: (a) Let P, Pi, j= 1, . . . . s, denote the orthogonal projection on 
9(X), 9(X,), respectively; then the statement is an easy consequence of PI 0 
P= ( ) . . . . 0 PS 
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(b) Let y H T(y) = C;= i Ti( y(j)) be an estimation function. Note 
first that TE %(M, y) o Vj= 1, . . . . s : Tj E y(M”‘, y(j)). If, in addition, 
Tie ~+?(kf(j), y(j)) for j= 1 9 . ..? s, we obtain by independence of the com- 
ponents of the random vector Z, 
= E, 
([ 
jgl Tj( y(j)) - i p’p)]*) 
j= 1 
=j~lEB",([Tj(Y(j))- ,ci)'~ci)]2) 
= i R(B"', T,). (3.7) 
j= 1 
Now, let S be R-uniformly best in x(M, y) and suppose that there is an 
index in (1, . . . . s} such that Si is not R-uniformly best in $(M”‘, y(j)). 
Consequently there is an estimation function Tj in y(M(“, y”‘) with 
R(0, TJ < R(0, Si). As noted in Section 1.1 we can assume without loss of 
generality that Ti and Sj, j# i, are unbiased estimation functions. Now 
apply (3.7) to obtain that S,(y) := cj,i Sj( y) + Ti( y) is R-better than S, 
i.e., R(0, S,) < R(0, S), which is a contradiction. Conversely let Sj be R- 
uniformly best in b(M”‘, y(j)) for j= 1, . . . . s. Note first that analogous to 
the proof of part (a) we obtain for the orthogonal projection Q on 9?(X)‘: 
Ql 0 
Q= ‘.. 
( ) 0 Qs ’ 
where Qj := I- Pi. Now by Lemma 3.1(a) we obtain 
E(s,(z(j)) 1 Q, z(j) = ,(j)) = 0 for y(Q .,p)- 
J 
a.a. z(j) E B( Xi)’ 
e-E f: Sj(Z”‘)lQIZ(“=z(‘), . . . . Q3Z(s)=z(s) =O 
j=l > 
for T(QZ)-a.a. z E W(X)I; 
hence 
E(S(Z)(QZ=z)=O for 9(QZ)-a.a. z E W(X)‘. 
Using Lemma 3.1(a) again completes the proof. 
(c) Let yo T(y) = cj”= i T,(y(j)) be an estimation function. Then 
Td(M, y) and E,,(Tj(Yci')=O forj=l, . . . . soVj=l, . . . . S: Tie d(M"', 7"'). 
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Recall that S is R-admissible in E(A4, y) o tlT~ b(M, y): V’p E (w’: R(P, T) 6 
I?(/?, S) with strict inequality for at least one PO. Now let S be R-admissible 
in &‘(A& y) and suppose that there is an index in { 1, . . . . s} such that Si is 
not R-admissible in b(M”‘, yci’). We can derive a contradiction analogous 
to the first part of proof (b) using (3.7). 1 
3.4. Some Results on Vandermonde’s Matrix 
For x, , . . . . X,EI$ withxi#xjfor l<i<jdr wedetine 
P,(X) I= jj (X-Xj)’ i = 1, . . . . r. 
j= l,,j#i 
pi( .) is a polynomial of degree Y - 
P,(x) = i cl+- ‘, 
j=l 
with coefficients clij, Consider the matrix CE [w’“’ with 
c:=(~)~=,.~=l=(:“I:::: 
Ir 
LEMMA 3.6. For u E Iw, 
(1,24, . ..) 24-l)C= *, . ..) E). 
1 1 r r 
Proof: Note that for j= 1, . . . . r, 
(1, U, . ..) Ur-l 
Hence the lemma is proved. 1 
For 
by Lemma 3.6, we obtain C = A ~ ’ (cf. Graybill [4, p.2701). 
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LEMMA 3.7. Let xl,...,x,, u1,u2 be different points in R and let 
i, jE { 1, . . . . r} with i # j, then 
pi(“l) 
pi(xi) ! I pi(“2) ’ pi(xi) 
are linearly independent vectors in R’. Further, all components of the two 
vectors are nonzero. 
ProoJ The first part of the lemma is a consequence of pi(“l) pj(“l) 
rank pi(xi) pj(xj) r i pi(“l) pj(“l) pi(“2) pj(“2) = rank pi(“2) pj(“2) pitxi) pj(xj) 
The second part of the lemma is a direct consequence 
pi. I 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
of the definition of 
Let (M, y) be an estimation problem with linear model M = ( Y, Xfl, a2Z), 
X given by (Ll), and y=x’l, IELF!“. Assume, without loss of generality, 
that the design points x,, . . . . x,, r 6 n, are pairwise different, and 
x,+ lr . ..7 x, are repetitions of the first r points. 
4.1. Let r 2 m + 1. The following remarks are helpful for proving 
the Theorems l-3. Let 
then A is regular; hence 
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Let 8 := (4) where .5=([1...[,+1):=BA-1, j:=A/?, and $:=A’-ly, 
then (M, y) N (A& 4), where $Z := (Y, f/I?, a*Z). Let G, G be the OLSE in 
(A4, y), (A?, y^), respectively; then, by Lemma 3.4(a), G(y) = G(y) = k’y, 
k = X(x’X)-‘y. Note that 
By Lemma 3.4 we can base the proof on the equivalent estimation problem 
(&, y^) in normal form. For the equivalence of (2.1~(2.3), by Section 1.2, 
we only have to show (2.2) = (2.1) and (2.3) * (2.1). Now, by Lemma 3.1, 
(2.2) and (2.3) both imply (3.2), and in the following we show under the 
assumptions of Theorems 1, 2(a), and 3(a) for r = m + 1, that the condi- 
tions of Lemma 3.2(a) are satisfied for some ie ( 1, . . . . m + 1). Then, as a 
consequence, tj is a polynomial; hence, by Marcinkiewicz’s theorem, 2 is 
normally distributed. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1. Since y # 0, hence j # 0, there is an element 
iE (1, . ..) m + l} such that ki # 0. Note that, by Lemma 3.6, the ith column 
of the z-matrix is given by 
pi(xm + 2)lpi(xi) 
ti= ( 1 ; . Pi(XnYPi(Xi) 
Since, by assumption, there are at least two different points xP, xq, 
p, q >m + 2, different from x1, . . . . x,, r, we obtain by Lemma 3.7 (with 
u,=x,andu,=x,)thatforallj~{1,...,m+1}-{(i) thevectorstiand&jj 
are linearly independent and, further, that 5, and eh are linearly inde- 
pendent for h E { 1, . . . . n - m - 1 }. Hence, Lemma 3.2(a) is applicable. 1 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2. (a) Since we obtain an equivalent estimation 
problem, if we change rows in X, we can assume without loss, that 
Xl =x,+39 kl#O, andx,+,#x,forp=l,...,m+l. Let 
yI’:=(l,x,+z )...) x;+*)A-1. 
By Lemma 3.6 all components of q are nonzero and, further, for 
P E { 1, . . . . n>, 
(1, x*, . . . . xpm) A -l = 
{ 
e: if x,=~~,i~{l,...,m+l} 
?’ if xP=x,+* 
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Hence 
and the condition of Lemma 3.2(a) are satisfied for i = 1. 1 
(b) For the proof we give the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the following regression set up 
Y=Po+P1x+82x2+z, x, z E Ft. 
Choosing the design points x1 = -2, x2 = -1, x3 = 1, x4 = 2, we obtain the 
linear model Y = X/? + 2 with design matrix 
and unknown parameter b = (/IO, PI, p2)’ E R3. We consider the estimation 
problems (AI, y(l)) and (M, y(‘)), where M= (Y, X/3, a2Z), y(l) := (3, 5, 9)‘, 
and yc2) = (2,0,2)‘, i.e., g,(B) = 3fi0 + S/II1 + 9p2 and g2(fi) = 2(& + f12) are 
to be estimated. Note that Gi( y) = k(‘)‘y, i = 1,2, with k(l) = X(xlX)- ly = 
(0, 0, 1, 2)‘, kc2)= (0, 1, 1, 0)’ is the OLSE in (A4, y(‘)), i.e., 
G~(l’)=.h+%‘, 
G,(Y) = ~2 + ~3 
Y = (Yl, ***> Y4)’ E R4. 
First we show that Z,, is normally distributed if G, is R-uniformly best 
in f(A4, y(l)). Let X= (L), where 8= (<r, r2, t?)= BA-‘= (1, -2,2), 
j?= A/?, and $7(l)= A’-‘y. Then (A4, y(l)) N (M, y^“‘), where ti := 
(Y, 2/I?, 0~1). Since, by Lemma 3.4(b), G1 is R-uniformly best in y(i@, j?(l)) 
we obtain, by Lemma 3.1, 
By Lemma 3.2(b) and Marcinkiewicz’s theorem 2, is normally distributed 
(cf. also Cremers and Fieger 2, p. 555ff’]). Second, considering the estima- 
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tion problem (M, yc2’), we suppose that the components of the random 
vector Z are distributed symmetrically to the point 0; i.e., .Y(Z,) = 
5?( -Z,). Now we use Lemma 3.1(a) to show that Gz is R-uniformly best 
estimation function in %(M, yc2’). Note that 
Q=$j 
i 
l-2 2-l 
-2 4 -4 2 
2 -4 4 -2 
-1 2-2 1 
and a(X)‘= [( - 1,2, -2, l)‘] (the linear space spanned by (- 1,2, -2,l)‘); 
hence 
E(k’*“Z I QZ = ( - 1, 2, - 2, 1 )‘t) 
=E(Z,+Z,I -z,+2z2-2Z3+Z,=10t), tellx 
Since 
E(Z,+Z,I -z,+2z,-2Z,+Zq=lOt) 
= E(Z, - 23 I -z, + 22, + 22, + z, = lot) 
= qz, - z2 I -z, + 22, + 22, + z, = lot) 
(where the first equality is a consequence of Y(Z,)= 9( -Z,) and the 
second follows from Y((Z,, Z,)) = 9( (Z,, Z,))), we obtain 
O=E(OI -Z,+2Z*+2Z3+Z‘$=lOt) 
=E(Z,-Z,I -Z1+22,+22,+Z,=10t) 
+E(Z,-Z,I -Z,+22,+22,+Z,=10t) 
= 2E(Z, + z, I -z, + 22, - 22, + 24 = lot), 
i.e., condition (3.1). Cf. Cremers and Fieger [3] for further examples in the 
case of linear regression. 1 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 3. (i) First, we consider the case r = m + 1; 
i.e., exactly the first m + 1 design points are different; hence each row of 
the B-matrix is a repetition of a row in A. 
(a) By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2(a) we obtain 
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Changing rows, we get an equivalent model in blocked normal form Xl 0 
j& . ( 1 . . 7 0 x m+l 
where, forj= 1, . . . . m+ 1, X,=(1, . . . . 1)’ E W, if the jth row of A is repeated 
fj- 1 times in B. Now, by the assumptions of part (a) there is a submodel 
M(‘) whose design matrix Xi = (1, . . . . 1)’ E Iw’j has at least three rows and for 
which k(‘) # 0; hence Lemma 3.2(a) is applicable to the subproblem 
(A#“, y”‘); and by Lemma 3.5 the proof of part (a) is complete. (b) If the 
assumptions of (a) are not satisfied, every subproblem (M(j), y(j)), with 
M(j) = (y(j) x,p(A 
following case,‘: 
, a21,,) and Xj(X,!Xj) - ‘y(j) = k(j) belongs to one of the 
Case 1 (X arbitrary, .Y(Z,) arbitrary, k = 0). In this case the OLSE 
G(y) = k’y = 0 is R-uniformly best in %(A& y). 
Case 2 (X= (l), 9(Z,) arbitrary, k#O). In this case the OLSE 
G(y) = ky is R-uniformly best in y(A4, y). 
Case 3 (X= (1, l)‘, 9’(Z,) symmetrical to zero, k#O (=s-k’= (k,, k,) 
with k, #O)). Then B(X)‘= [(l, -1)‘) and 
Q=;( -: -;). 
By the same arguments as in Example 4.3(b), we obtain 
E(k’ZIQZ=(l, -l)‘t)=k,E(Z,+Z,(Z,-Z,=2t), ZER; 
hence, by Lemma 3.1(a), the OLSE G(y) = k,( y, + y2) is R-uniformly best 
in f(M, y). Now use Lemma 3.5 again to complete the proof of part (b). 
(ii) Finally, for the case r < m + 1 we consider the estimation 
problem (fi, $7) with design matrix 
and 7 :=8’1= (r_l, . . . . yI)‘. Since 95’(X) = 9(R), the estimation problems 
(M, y) and (M, 7) are equivalent. Note that, by Lemma 3.4(a) 
k = X(X’X)-y = %(p%)-‘p = z; hence, by Lemma 3.4(b)--(c), the case 
r<m+ 1 is reduced to the case r=m+l. 1 
683/36/l-2 
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5. MULTIVARIATE POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 
In this section we consider a linear model Y = X/I + Z of a multivariate 
polynomial regression set up 
y= f i ajko’Wk+Z 
j=O k=O 
=g,(w)+g,(w)u+ ... +g,(w)u"+z, 
where gj( w) = ajo + ffj1 w  + . . + rxjP wp, j = 0, 1, . . . . m; with n . q realizations 
of the experiment at the design points (vi, wJ, i= 1, . . . . n, h = 1, . . . . q. Let 
then X= V@ W is the design matrix of the experiment and 
/3 := (am, . . . . crop, c(ro, . . . . tllP, . . . . CI,~, . . . . amp)’ E [WCm+ ‘)Q+ ‘) the unknown 
parameter (0 denotes the Kronecker product-cf. Bunke and Bunke 
(Eds.) [ 1, p. 5743). Z is a random vector with properties defined in 
Section 1.1. Again we consider a (well-posed) estimation problem (M, y ), 
where M=(Y,XB, 0’1) and y=(yr, . . ..Y(~+~.(~+~))‘E[W(~+‘)(P+‘). Let r 
and s denote the number of different points in u,, . . . . o, and w,, . . . . wq, 
respectively. As an example we discuss the case r 2 m + 1 and s > p + 3 (all 
other cases can be treated in the same way using methods and results of 
Sections 24). Without loss of generality, let u,, . . . . u, (resp. wr, . . . . w,) be 
different. Define 
A:i(: j;+l 1:: ;+l), &=(i 1’2 1:: If”) 
c:=(: Y+, 1:: ;+I, q; ::‘: 1:: :j;). 
Hence 
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As a consequence a((,?-,) @ (&,)) = W(X). Changing rows (i.e., multiply 
with a suitable matrix UE .,&&) we obtain a normal form of X by 
With y^ := (A’@ C’)-‘y, /? := (A @C)/?, and fi := (Y, @, a*Z) the estima- 
tion problems (M, y) and (a, 9) are equivalent. Since, by the assumption 
s 2 p + 3, at least one column of Z, 0 DC-’ and hence one column of B 
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.2(a), the statements (2.1~(2.3) are 
equivalent. 
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